UIA Heritage & Cultural Identity Work Programme Webinar
The UIA Work Programme Heritage and Cultural Identity, led by Co-Directors In-Souk Cho (Korea) and Rizvan Bayaromov (Azerbaijan) organised its first webinar on 6 October 2020 on “Adaptive Re-Use of Heritage in a Changing World.”

The event was well within the framework of the WP’s mission to promote the conservation of existing and future architectural heritage and cultural sites, to engage in questions around sustainable urban development, rehabilitation and renovation and to pioneer clear international standards for conservation.

The online event opened with statements by UIA President Thomas Vonier followed by UIA Vice-Presidents Nikos Fintikakis (Region II, Greece), Roberto Simon (Region III, Brazil), and Jong Ruhl Hahn (Region IV, Korea).

Jad Tabet, President of the Order of Lebanese Engineers and Architects, the UIA’s Lebanese national section, addressed the timely subject of “Reconstructing Beirut neighborhoods.” Brazilian architect Daniel Mangabeira da Vinha followed with a case study on the “Destruction of Modern Architecture in Brasilia” and Hong Kong architect Roger Wu presented “Genius Loci: the Haw Par Ethos.”

See a recording of the webinar: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMfXHg2Ofik](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMfXHg2Ofik)

The AMP announces its 2020 winners
The Architecture MasterPrize (AMP) is pleased to announce the winners of the 2020 edition of this prestigious award, in both professional and student categories.

The 2020 edition of the MasterPrize was again highly anticipated, with the largest number of entries since the award began. Winners were selected from over 1,500 entries, with breathtaking designs presented from all around the world.

Two programs were open this year, celebrating the greatest architectural designs and products of the year: Design of the Year Award and Architectural Product Award.

Four projects were chosen as top winners in each discipline based on the criteria of design excellence and creativity:

- Architectural Design of the Year: He Art Museum by Tadao Ando Architect & Associates
- Landscape Design of the Year: Thammasat Urban Farm Rooftop by Landprocess
- Architectural Product of the Year: Thinline 2500 Sliding Door by Styline

Obъявлена победители AMP-2020
Организаторы престижной награды Architecture MasterPrize (AMP) объявляют победителей за 2020 год в профессиональной и студенческой номинациях.

В 2020 году эта награда вновь получила широкий отклик и собрала самое большое количество заявок с момента своего основания. Победители были отобраны из 1500 участников благодаря превосходным проектам, поступившим на конкурс из разных стран мира.

Основываясь на таких критериях, как высокое качество проектирования и творческий подход, жюри выбрало победителей в четырех дисциплинах: